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 SICKENED WORLD

Unfortunately, what most people taste
when dealing with others of  different race,

is what came off  the lips of  those once respected
absorbed as a child to some day be reflected

upon somebody else whom they’ve never met,
judged by their looks before toes have been wet.
And it really is sad to think so many connections

were lost all because of  an elder’s obsession
with how people look, or where they reside,

or religious beliefs like which god they abide.
So this is me, formally demanding

that we end this disease and prevent its expanding
to the next generations who will all be born pure.

Don’t give them your hate; they are the cure
to a sickened human species, fighting each other

instead of  banding together as sister and brother.
They are the end, but you must be the start

to the end of  this hatred that keeps us apart.

Christian Fett

DRIVEN DOWN

Here I am again, on the road with my hate,
Ready to destroy, ready to disintegrate the life of  anyone who dares cross me across the street, 
Vitriolic, and hypnotized by the gentle hum of  the quiet night air acoustics,
Low, but amplified by the internal screaming that I lack the bark to replicate, 
Searching for clarity, and finding sirens; smoke and firemen, red and blue,
Rushing to the scene of  their next good deed, 
Wrapped in ashes more physical than mine, all to drown at the same apothecary, 
Above the age and under the influence, 
Always. 

Here it is, dwelling in my pain,
Suffering and seething the blood of  my intentionally poor choices, 
Shooting the whiskey that poisons my father’s veins, 
And his father’s veins, 
Bathing in Rage that I have with the former, 
That I have in common with him. 
That leeches off  of  the root: 
the stage upon which the brain is captivated in its chaotic constructions,
It halts the soul’s connection with the warm world, 
And picks up the glass thus tearing through the strings of  the heart,
Stopping the slow, heavy symphony of  bass guitars that animate my misfortune, 
To my temporary end.  

Benjamin Ramlackhan
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Doll
Eugene Zeng

MISADVENTURE

I loved him,
  with every fiber
  of  my being.

I loved him,
  with every breath
  worth believing-

But he
  never loved me;
  with any passion
  or meaning.

       Angelina .L Xian
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A YOUTH’S AUBADE

The kindest word
a gentle kiss

a heart aflame
a soul to miss

The time, unsure
the distance, vast

a moment’s pause
the night has passed

A hand to hold
encroaching fear

a subtle shift
and they grow near

Their eyes then meet
a desperate gaze

a longing look
both hearts ablaze

The words come soft
a promise bold

no tears are shed
no truths untold

About to leave
and turn away

instead, turn in
and choose to stay

James M. DeLello

AFTER THE SUMMER

When I returned it was all different.
Kaleidoscopic memories bending and refracting,
giving at the slightest touch of  scrutiny.
What was written down was never quite what was said,
what was whispered through eye-contact impossible to render into word.
Unfamiliar comforts,
and a denial of  the remembered.
All that’s left is a dry-eyed vessel, 
never a home.
Tears held back behind cracking plaster,
cries hidden under the dust of  silence,
fracturing all form,
waiting for echoes of  void.
When I returned…
all was different.
I returned, though I did not get far enough away.

Alexander Toke

Shattered
Breanne Springstead
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Ever since you left
my world 

has become
a fucking black

and white
sketch

of  what
could have

been;
you took

the colored
pencils

with you.

Rachel Narozniak
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an idea came to me 
what if  things change

what if  my persistent doubting suddenly ceased
what if  

one day i wake up
with a passion and a plan 

dressed in eagerness 
speaking with certainty 

taking action
join the 9 to 5 crew

laugh at imbecilic jokes out of  politeness
buy a car, a house, go to bars

start having “fun”
watch TV, shoot the breeze

get married, have children
and “live”

I wouldn’t spend my days on benches 
watching leaves fight wind 

while I lay sunburnt 
reveling in incessant thought 

I wouldn’t rise with the sun 
ready to read a book
I wouldn’t walk miles upon miles without direction

I’d Follow the map of  life 
but not today

today I wake with the birds 
as a bird

Gerald Tirade

BACCHANALIAN IGNORANCE

I will not speak of  what I do not know:
Not of  the bitter taste of  better wine, 
The energy it takes for men to sow, 

Nor of  the years contained in cask and vine. 
I know not lust, not twaining pleasures shared, 

Its lofty, waning heights, blissful reprieve; 
The might and listful glow ‘tween those who cared 

Enough for them to share and to receive. 
I will not speak of  what I cannot know: 
Eternity past death and time, believe; 

Not of  last breaths above or flames below. 
Of  prime hope for the meek, I can’t conceive. 
My ignorance must pass for kind embraced.  

I find myself  alone in being chaste.

James M. DeLello

Sea Serpent
Ben Foster
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BLOOD

This heart sheds blood,
   The deepest darkest red;

It dries and fills the void,
   With an ugly blackened dread.

Angelina .L Xian 

MOVING ON

I slid away,
   Let my consciousness sway;

A step at a day-
   I walked away.

Angelina .L Xian

INSANITY

I don’t need sympathy,
      I still have my sanity.

I don’t need empathy-
      I will mend my own misery.

Angelina .L Xian

A TRUTH I’LL NEVER TELL

I get a certain nausea
sometimes
when I don’t hear from you.
You are busy,
day’s schedule 
dotted 
with errands, 
responsibilities,
routines that you individualize
and imbibe with life.
I tap my pen and
worry
fearful end will come 
without warning.
That I will become
a routine
too monotonous,
too common
for your
ever changing
plans.
Fearful 
a phone call
to notify will get lost
among spontaneity.

Rachel Narozniak
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THE PROPHET 

The prophet calls to all who speak his name
Or whisper curses onto those who bless,

And in the dark he lights their hidden shame
To those he hears, whose thoughts he must express. 

He rises up emotions not addressed
By man, so those who call to him might find

Another twisted soul or searching mind. 

The tongues he hears do not pass mortal teeth
Nor are they ravings of  a damaged brain.

He says they come from above and beneath,
A pleasure brought about from years of  pain

He puts to use by shouting their refrain: 
Our prophet’s name now hides from all but sin

And those who swear to us find truth within. 

In truth, the words come not from high or low,
Nor are the speakers’ names found in the Word.

Instead, it’s said, the person comes to know
Their names from dreams where nothing can be heard

Past all the shouting of  the lives interred
Beyond the likes of  space, where prophets dwell
And eyes watch on from madness, mad as Hell.

James M. DeLello

Gremlin
Eugene Zeng
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Nowadays,
the shadow of  Death is creeping every inch of  my skin
even faster than it used to be,
bruising my limbs and bones with every step.
It feels like Death is staring through the
crevices and cracks of  my sanity,
just waiting for me to be at the wrong place,
doing the wrong thing, at the wrong time.
Death is so near,
that its hums just echoes in my ear canal,
emphasizing the vulnerability of  my existence,
reminding me of  how the hands of  the clock
keeps stalling the time for me,
just to laugh at me later on.
But somehow, it also feels like someone,
or something,
is trying to delay my collision with Death.
Please, let me go.

Mira Rosli

Burr
Ashley Kunnath
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EXHALING

my breath no longer
lingers with yours

for you found new air
that doesn’t mingle

with mine no matter
how strong the gusts of  wind blow

and my hands still bear the impression
of  your mold

but meet with empty air 
in the middle of  the night

when reaching for embrace;
now i wonder when it was 

that i stopped
breathing.

Rachel Narozniak

SUFFOCATION

Let the sea breeze,
       Hit me violently-
Let the strong waves,

       Drown me painlessly.

Angelina .L Xian

SONG

Paper-mâché night sky
Moon made of  plaster-of-Paris
Crafting origami stars
To match the ink-blotched clouds
Hint of  waterdrop tone on floor
Jingle slowly to the tune
Push into the misty blue
Like the maze of  a city in late night
Garaged into the color lounge
Diving a cloudy tone
Bugs in 1960 playing 
Basic piped rings animated like classic bells
Brush against brush 
Bristle like plankton dragged to shore
Gnaw at the sandy air
Like hermit crabs and tin foil button.

Aaron Nell Millado
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WELCOME TO GEORGE STREET

You are walking down George Street on the sidewalk directly across from the Student Activity 
Center. Club had just ended and the beat up car you drive is in the parking deck, about a block or 
two away. It’s irritating that the parking deck is so far away and wondering why Rutgers has such a 
stupid layout for it’s campus. 

The street lights barely light up the street. RUPD is nowhere to be seen, but it is College Ave, so 
they must be somewhere in the area. Although, it does seem like the only person walking around 
tonight is you. It’s all in your head, of  course, because this is a college campus for Pete’s sake, but 
there is no one here. All you see are a couple trees and the black marbled sky decorated with bare-
ly visible stars. It is like someone had muted each and every one of  those lights with their hands, 
and only a few rays are peeking through the cracks.

There is a small keychain flashlight on your keys. You push the button and it flickers briefly, then 
turns on. There is a small circle that projects out and you aim it in different areas. When it reaches 
the trees that shade the sidewalk, you see what seems to be a large man in a black hoodie. His eyes 
are as dark at the fabric on his skin, but the whites of  his eyes are so menacing that it’s impossible 
to look away. He takes a step towards you. The flashlight loses focus as you flinch. Using both 
hands, you direct the light where his face is. He is no longer there. 

The sidewalk in front of  you ends, but there is a cemented staircase that leads to the parking deck. 
Your legs are working fast as they climb those steps, and you almost trip, but that’s okay since 
you’ve regained your balance. The empty deck is lit, so once you get there, you’ll be able to see 
everything.

There is a rustle behind you and then you are running. The deck is only a few steps away, and the 
door is propped open with a wooden block so you can just run inside. The light is getting stron-
ger and just to make sure, you close the door behind you. One hand is on the shut door and the 
other is on your knee as you pant. 

It’s over.  

Your mouth is covered. It is skin and bone, and then you realize it’s a hand. You scream, but it is 
muffled. Your torso is pressed against the door and another, much larger and sinewy body. There 
is damp air by your ear. And then you hear: 

“Welcome to George Street.”

Megha Patel

E N D  L E T T E R

TO whom it may concern…

It’s been 10 years since this war started. 

This Holiday used to be fun, now it’s just a reminder of the hell we face every day. I used to enjoy my thanksgiving 
Turkey, now I have to destroy it.

They just had to play god…

They brought that turkey back to life, the scarred memories of past Thanksgivings leading to this horrible future. 
More were created from that first zombie turkey, like a disease infecting others.

We thought we could fight fire with fire, so we created Mecha-Turkey, Half turkey and half machine. We thought 
we could make them fight each other, but we lost control.

The zombie and Mecha-Turkey’s teamed up to destroy humanity. Who would have thought it would all end this 
way. We couldn’t fight back… There was no hope…

But then… we fought back! The Imaginate was released, and in these last 4 years the war has turned around in 
our favor. If you’re reading this you are a survivor, there are others. 

Use The Imaginate to guide your way, it is… 

A NEW HOPE

Anthony Bottigliero
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